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I. Logline
The relationship becomes complicated and deceitful when two women confront each other.

II. Synopsis
“JEWELS” is a modern look at the heartbreak that comes from
breakups in relationships as complicated as the people who live
them. It’s the brief story of the end to a tangled love affair
between one woman who seemingly has it all and another who
has lived it all.
Told at the tail end of a messy breakup, “JEWELS” follows Julie
(Jewels), a fun-loving and drug-addicted pixie girl, as she
denies that her relationship with the always-professional Vivian
is really at an end. After reading a breakup letter countless
times, Julie first tries to rekindle things with a call to Vivian at
her office, but when that doesn’t work, she decides to confront
Vivian at her apartment. But when she realizes no one is there,
the desperate Julie resorts to climbing a lattice to get to the
third story apartment, entering through a window to wait for
Vivian. Returning home from work, Vivian is surprised to find
Julie sitting in her kitchen as though the two are still together.
A messy back-and-forth conversation ensues, with Vivian
trying to get Julie out of her life, and Julie trying everything she
can to stay in it. After stepping away to gather her thoughts and steel herself against the memories of
good times with Julie, Vivian confronts Julie and forces her out after some accidental antics involving a
pie. As Julie leaves for good, however, Vivian admits to herself that she loved her in spite of everything.

III. Director’s Statement
As an everyday story with twists and turns, it was very important to keep actors as minimalistic and
believable as possible and give viewers just enough information without giving away everything in order
to raise viewer curiosity and the desire to know more while this short romantic drama slice in time
unfolds and you start taking sides with our engaging characters and their story.
This love story reflects the heart wrenching feelings of a breakup no matter what the sexual orientation,
age or age differences, nationality or financial status. Love, and heartbreak, are and should be viewed as
a universal force without prejudice and artificially created boundaries and historically created
boundaries and rules. “JEWELS” is a tragic drama for everyone who has been in love despite a toxic
relationship. It’s a study of what makes us flawed at the same time as it makes us great and what
makes us human after all, is emotions.
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III. Cast and Filmmaker Biographies

Julia Fae as Julie
Julia Fae is from Oahu, Hawaii with Chinese lineage. She grew
up dancing, singing, writing, and deeply invested in twodimensional art.
While modeling through college and studying Art History, a
director asked her to audition for the short film, "The Inside" and
the rest is history-in-the-making. Julia can be seen in the
award-winning thriller, "Artifice" in which she plays a rising star
as well as the prisoner of a surreal prison. She made her
comedy debut in "Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates" playing
an aggressive punk. Fae continues to pursue comedy with the
Upright Citizens Brigade and Wet the Hippo. Her 2018 movies include "Ink and Rain", "Night
Terror", "Petroleum Highway", "Phases of Mahina", "To the Summit With Mishak", "Corral” and
"Jewels".
IMDb Link

Tehmina Sunny as Vivian
Tehmina Sunny was born in London, UK. Her passion for the arts
was developed at an early age.
Tehmina is firmly making her mark in both film and television.
She has already appeared in Oscar-winning movies, ‘Argo’ &
‘Children of Men’, working with award-winning names including;
Ben Affleck, Alfonso Cuaron, Clive Owen & Julianne Moore.
Oscar nominated director Roland Joffe selected her for his epic
adventure ‘The Time Traveller’ alongside Josh Hartnett. On the
small screen, she has portrayed a retrospective of characters in
Emmy award-winning productions including; Training Day with
the late Bill Paxton, 24: Live Another Day, NCIS, CSI, Californication, Heroes, Undercovers, Aaron
Sorkins The Newsroom, ABC’s Mistresses, Fox’s The Following with Kevin Bacon & many more.
Vogue Magazine quotes Tehmina as “A bright young thing, straddling the world of film with
incredible style”. Screen International named her as their 2014 “Star of Tomorrow”. Eastern Eye
has classed Tehmina as “1 of 12 British Asians making waves”. Anokhi magazine has quoted
“As she continues to grace the screens with her incredible talent”.
She received a scholarship for playing the violin, Viola and piano. With no previous training, she
was a finalist for the BBCs cross-country search for acting talent.
IMDb Link
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Bobby B. Grubic | Producer - Director - Cinematographer
Bobby is originally from Croatia, but has been living and
working in Los Angeles for the past ten years. He is a multiregional Emmy Award Winner, and was recognized for several of
his short films.
His production experience ranges from corporate video and TV
commercial productions, documentaries, biographies, film and
Internet/Online video projects for National and International TV.
Bobby’s European background and American influence make his
art productions a diversified and unique blend that is universally
appealing, attention-grabbing, and emotionally moving. Bobby’s
last directorial on “JEWELS” (2018) and award-winning short
film, “FINAL STOP” (2016) mark his transition from commercial marketing production to
scripted storytelling through dramatic fiction on world-wide issues.
IMDb Link

Marnee Goodroad | Writer
Born and raised in Hollywood, Florida, Marnee had a passion for
performing arts and writing at an early age.
Marnee attended Florida Atlantic University graduating with a
business degree. After college, she worked in the insurance
industry before moving to Los Angeles in 2003 to attend Los
Angeles Film School to focus on her writing. Since film school,
Marnee has collaborated with a number of writers in addition to
being a successful business owner. She continues to feed her
creative side through writing while still owning and operating her
own company.

Michael Dorazio | Writer
Michael has lived and worked in the US, UK, and China. He
began screenwriting while earning his Bachelor’s Degree at the
University of California, Berkeley, and he gained an appreciation
for the business side of filmmaking as an intern at Sony
Pictures.
He has written many short films, including CHANGE TO SPARE,
COUNTER PLAY, and PARTING SHOT, spanning genres from
comedy to action. Based in LA, his work as a business
technology consultant often takes him around the world and
inspires new stories for the screen. While not working on film
projects, he also runs a maker space and 3D printing workshop
creating and augmenting new products for film, TV, and game franchises.
IMDb Link
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Sonya Belousova | Composer
Sonya is one of today's youngest and most accomplished
composers and pianists. Originally from St-Petersburg, Russia,
Sonya is the winner of multiple international composition and
piano competitions, including the First Prize.
Sonya Belousova’s unique career presents a rare blend of
contrasting genres and forms bringing her equal recognition as
a composer and performer. Belousova’s distinctive voice has
been hailed by critics worldwide – Electronic Musician named
Belousova "one of the industry’s most prolific composers," The
Huffington Post praised her for being a “wildly accomplished
composer & pianist” and MTV - “awesomely unique,” Broadway World lauded Belousova’s
original score for the ballet The House of Bernarda Alba based on Federico Garcia Lorca’s play
as “fantastic original score… The visuals, dance and Belousova’s music all come together to
create something that will linger in the viewer’s mind for a long time,” while The Mary Sue
declared: “Sonya Belousova might just be an Inhuman… Musical genius," and Taste of Cinema
included Belousova's fan favorite soundtrack for M.F.A. on its 10 Best Film Scores of 2017 list.
Belousova’s most recent credits include Lionsgate’s upcoming action REPRISAL starring Bruce
Willis, Frank Grillo, and Olivia Culpo. Directed by Brian A. Miller, the film is produced by
Lionsgate Premiere, Grindstone Entertainment Group, and Emmett Furla Oasis Films and is
expected to premiere later in 2018.
IMDb Link

Amy Raasch | Singer - songwriter
For musician and media installation artist Amy Raasch,
thoughts and feelings always grow tendrils, spiraling outward
from core concepts into wildly eclectic albums, plays, films,
apps, and theatrical monologues. Amy’s music is a mix of quirky
electro-pop, theatrical storytelling, and videos rife with
whimsical cultural references and societal, personal, and sexual
commentary.
Amy also has a background in acting, and has appeared in
several productions for theater and feature film. On many levels,
her most transformative role was as a folksinger in writer/
director Stephen Chbosky’s (The Perks Of Being A Wallflower) comedy, the four corners of
nowhere. Besides the career highlight of earning an official feature selection at Sundance, her
role as a folksinger awakened her dormant musical gifts. Up until then, Amy’s musicality had
been contained within her adolescent schooling in classical flute.
IMDb Link
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IV. Production Stills
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V. Fact / Tech Sheet
Total Running Time: 12 minutes
Camera: SONY FS7 and SONY a7sII
Print Details: Color, Stereo and 5.1 Surround
Film Sound: Dolby Digital 5.1, Dolby Digital EX
Aspect Ratios: 2.39 (SCOPE)
Language: English
Location: Venice Beach, California, USA
Year Completed: 2018
Genre: Drama, Romance, LGBTQ

Production and Distribution

OFFICIAL WEBSITE
http://www.jewelsmovie.com/

IMDb - JEWELS
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt8090148/

Artonix Studios LLC
4170 Admiralty Way, Unit 320
Marina del Rey, CA 90292, USA
310.463.4478
info@artonixstudios.com
www.artonixstudios.com

SOCIAL MEDIA WEBSITES
https://www.facebook.com/jewelsmovie/
https://twitter.com/jewelsmovie/
https://www.instagram.com/jewelsmovie/

VI. CAST and CREW Credits
Produced and Directed by
Bobby B. Grubic
Written by
Marnee Goodroad
Michael Dorazio
Executive Producers
Elena T. DeVivo
Todd Iorio
Bobby B. Grubic
Line Producer
Ho-Kwan Tse
Music Composer
Sonya Belousova
Cinematography and Edit by
Bobby Grubic

Cast
Julia Fae
Tehmina Sunny

JULIE (Jewels)
VIVIAN

Steve Smith
Mike Blamey
Robert Reider
Todd Iorio
Marianne Beer
Jenn Hood
Melanie Johnson

Gaffer
Key Grip
Sound Mixer
Colorist
Key Makeup Artist
Make-up & Hair Stylist
Script Supervisor

Theme song singer / songwriter
Amy Raasch
THE FILMMAKERS WISH TO THANK
SAG-AFTRA
PLATFORM Group
BOW VS. PLECTRUM
Rob Rosen, Ana Cvitash and Philip Shelby
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